4th CROATIAN PARA TAEKWONDO OPEN
Venue:
Maintenance time:

Rugvica, OŠ Rugvica, Posavska 2, CROATIA
06.11.2021

Organizer:

Croatian para taekwondo association

Promoter:

Croatian para taekwondo association

Host:
Applications until:
Contact:

Classes:

Registrations:

Registration fee:

Competition schedule:
*preliminary

PTK Rugvica
30.10.2021
ured@hpts.hr, +385 91 490 9024
Para Kyorugi K40(41,44), Para Poomsae (P10, P20, P20
II3, P30 (31,32,33,34), P40, P50, P70)
P20 team, P20 pair (in P20 possible appearance of mixed
categories)
http://taekwondo.com.hr/
Entry fee foreign teams:
Individually - 25 euro
Pair - 30 euro
Team - 40 euro
Payment of registration fees to
Name: Hrvatski para taekwondo savez
Adress: Strojarska cesta 10, Zagreb
Bank name: Privredna banka Zagreb
Country: Croatia
IBAN: HR1623400091110872653
SWIFT-BIC: PBZGHR2X
Bank address: Rackoga 6, Zagreb
Payment reference: PT2021 and Team Name
Saturday, Nov. 6. 2021.
09:30 - 10:00 Registration, hall
10:00 - 10:30 Scales
10:30 - 11:00 - Opening
11:00 - Start of the competition

Conditions:
1) For Para Kyorugy: WT (Para) Taekwondo Day holder or 5-1 Cup
2) For Poomsae: Holder of WT (Para) Taekwondo Poom / Day or 8-1 Cup
3) Kyorugi pair - over 15 years old * The age limit is based on the year of the
championship
.
"P30" and "K40" Athletes must provide proof of classification, medical basis for
classification or be entered in the "List of Classified WT Taekwondo or HPTS
Competitors".
Athletes in P20 class must provide proof of VIRTUS Provisional Eligibility or relevant
documentation in accordance with Virtus conditions or that they possess HPTS.
RULES K40
The rules of the WT Para Taekwondo competition from 2021. will apply.
Para Taekwondo Kyorugi K40 sports class (K41 and K44) - for athletes with
disabilities.
HPTS reserves the right to combine classes in case of insufficient number of
applicants.
In case of insufficient number of athletes, the consolidation of classes takes
place as follows: K41 → K44
RULES P20
According to the classification rules of Virtus, the international sports federation
for para-athletes with intellectual disabilities.
Male and female classes (3) and age classes
Junior (12-15 years) - exceptionally, competitors younger than 12 can perform.
Less than 30 (16-29 years)
Older than 30 (30 or older)
HPTS reserves the right to combine age categories and classes in case of
insufficient number of applicants. Consolidation of teaching takes place as
follows:
Junior → under 30 / Under 30 → over 30
WT Para Poomsae Competition Rules.
RULES P30
P30 Sport Class (P31, P32, P33 and P34) for athletes with physical impairment.
Men and women without age categories (exceptionally, competitors younger than
12 can compete.
HPTS reserves the right to combine classes and age categories

In case of insufficient number of athletes, the consolidation of teaching takes place
as follows:
P31 → P34 / P32 → P34 / P33 → P34

RULES P40
For athletes with physical disabilities according to the K40 classification
Male and female category
12 or more years
RULES P10
For athletes with visual impairment Male and female category
12 or more years
RULES P50
Wheelchair Male and female category one age category
RULES P70
Male and female category one age category

RULES P20-II3AU
for athletes with autism spectrum disorders according to the Virtus classification
conditions. Male and female category
12 or more years
All competitors in the forms perform two forms;
P20 will perform two (2) prescribed forms of their choice, scoring according to WT
regulations
P30 will perform two (2) prescribed forms given 48 hours before the competition,
scoring according to the rules
WT
P10 will perform two (2) prescribed forms given 48 hours before the competition,
scoring according to the rules
WT
P50, P70, P20-II3AU will perform two (2) prescribed forms of free choice, no
deduction or deduction of points

Bonuses and deductions Poomsae / P20 / P30 / P10 - Default forms (according to
WT regulations)
1. The P20 class performs two (2) forms of free choice from Taegeuk 1-yang to Sipjin.
The following bonus points will be added to the final points in the P20 class, via the
points system or by the judges, as indicated in the table:
Poomsae
Taegeuk 1-jang to Taegeuk 3-jang
Taegeuk 4-jang to Taegeuk 7-jang
Taegeuk 8-jang to Sipjin

Bonus
No bonus points
0.3 bonus points
0,5 bonus points

1.

P10 default forms:
Junior
Taegeuk 4-jang to Keumgang
To 30 years
Taegeuk 5-jang to Sipjin
Above 30 years Taegeuk 8-jang to Hansu

2.

P30 default forms
Junior
Taegeuk 4-jang to Koryo
To 30 years
Taegeuk 5-jang to Sipjin (except Keumgang)
Above 30 years Taegeuk 8-jang to Hansu (except Keumgang)

3. Competitors of the P10 and P30 classes may perform a form of their choice from
Taegeuk 2jang to Hans, instead of the default form for each round of the competition.
1. In the case of a free-form form, points will be deducted as indicated in the table:
Poomsae
Each form of free choice
Taegeuk 1-jang to Taegeuk 3-jang
Taegeuk 4-jang to Taegeuk 7-jang
Taegeuk 8-jang to Sipjin

Deduction
Deduction 0,6 points
Additional deduction 0,5 points
Additional deduction 0,3 points
There is no additional deduction

Protector and Scoring System
PSS DAEDO will be use. Organizer will provide DAEDO trunk protector and DAEDO Eheadgear. Participating contestants are required to bring their own guards for their personal
use.
Draw of lots
The K40 draw sheets will be available prior to the competition after the weigh-in is
completed.
Draw sheets for the Poomsae P30 competition will be available 0-48 hours before
competition.
Protests
Protests must be made by the official coach within 10 minutes after the end of the contest.
Protest fee is € 50 and non-refundable. The decision on the protest shall be announced after
30 minutes.

